Abstract. This paper study to estimate a desired signals with linear array antenna in correlation system. This study is to estimate for desired direction of arrival among incidental signals on receive antenna system. We use an eigen vector and eigen value in order to correctly desired signals in correlation. We study optimum covariance matrix with eigen matrix. Through simulation, we show that compare the proposed method with general algorithm. We show that the proposed method in this paper appear good superior more resolution than general algorithm.
Introduction
In array signal processing, direction of arrival on plan wave signal in receiving antennal signals is estimated by spatial spectrum [1] . It is important to estimate for direction of arrival in sonar, radar, and seismic field. Estimation methods about direction of arrival are class, parametric, and non-parametric method [2] [3] . Class methods are periodogram and correlogram, and parametric methods are linear prediction and prony method, and non-parametric methods are minimum variance, eigen vector, MUSIC method. It is important for direction of arrival to estimate from resolution, estimate bias, and consistency. It is superior to EV and MUSIC method among spatial spectrum estimation method. These methods have only good performance in incoherent signals without correlation environment. Receive signal angle is decided eigen-structure of spatial correlation matrix. Signal direction of arrival can estimate to do analysis spatial correlation matrix of eigen-structure. We study of optimum spatial spectrum in correction environment in this paper.
Estimation method
We consider on linear array antenna with array element by the distance , phase
Where
The output of receive signal can be as follow
Here W=[w1, w2, ⋯, wM] T is a weights vecotr, and ( ) T and ( ) H are the transpose and hermit transpose, respectively. Covariance matrix can be as follow
Where R= [ ( ) ( )], R is signal covariance matrices .E[ ] is expected value. Eigenvector of R matrix is [ 1 , 2 , ⋯ , ]. That is, R is can be as follow RQ = QΛ
Q and Λ is eigen vector and eigen value of R matrix, respectively. Covariance matrix can be as follow
MUSIC spatial spectrum can be as follow
Simulation
Through simulation, we study on analysis to compare proposed with general method. It used array antenna 6 elements separated by half wavelength, signal to noise ratio is 20dB, snapshots are in 100 numbers. Variance in noise signal is 1 ,and mean is zero 
Conclusion
This paper proposed to estimate correctly for desired signal in correlation environment. This algorithm is taken a good performance in estimating desired signal by obtain an optimum high resolution method. Proposal estimation algorithm is high resolution processing to obtain covariance using optimum eigen vector and eigen value method. This high resolution proposal method estimate a desired signals correctly in correlation. Proposed method improved with direction of arrival estimation ability using optimum covariance matrix. We studied to estimate for desired signals using proposal method. This paper is showed that proposal method appeared good superior more resolution than general method.
